Peer led Aboriginal parent support: Program Development for Vulnerable Populations with Participatory Action Research
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Abstract

Background: Participatory action research is a credible, culturally appropriate methodology that can be used to effect collaborative change within vulnerable populations.

Aim/Objective: This participatory action research study was undertaken in a Western Australian metropolitan setting to develop and evaluate the suitability, feasibility and effectiveness of an Aboriginal peer-led home visiting program. A secondary aim, addressed in this paper, was to explore and describe research methodology used for the study and provide recommendations for its implementation in other similar situations.

Methods: Participatory action research using action learning sets was employed to develop the parent support program and data addressing the secondary, methodological aim were collected through focus groups using semi-structured and unstructured interview schedules. Findings were addressed throughout the action research process to enhance the research process.

Results: The themes that emerged from the data and addressed the methodological aim were the need for safe communication processes; supportive engagement processes and supportive organisational processes.

Conclusions: Aboriginal Peer Support Workers and community support agencies identified three important elements central to their capacity to engage and work within the participatory action research methodology. This research has provided innovative data, highlighting processes and recommendations for child health nurses to engage with the Peer Support Workers, parents and community agencies to explore culturally acceptable elements for an empowering methodology for peer-led home visiting support. There is potential for this nursing research to credibly inform policy development for Aboriginal child and family health service delivery, in addition to other vulnerable population groups. Child health nurses/researchers can use these new understandings to work in partnership with Aboriginal communities and families to develop empowering and culturally acceptable strategies for developing Aboriginal parent support for the early years.
Impact Statement

Child health nurses and Aboriginal communities can collaborate through participatory action research to develop peer-led support for the early years.

Keywords: Participatory Action Research, action learning sets, program development, peer-led parenting support, Aboriginal parent support

Indigenous Australian peoples are people who identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander. Respectfully, throughout this paper, they will be described as Aboriginal.
Introduction

The confidence of Aboriginal families to provide positive environments for their children’s developmental health is increasingly recognised as fundamental to lifelong wellbeing, educational and employment opportunities. Positive family environments supporting children’s growth and development are influenced by a range of psychosocial circumstances (Zubrick et al., 2014), such as mental health and poverty. Therefore, there is a need for evidence based innovative strategies to address these complex social determinants of health, in particular, informing support that community child health nurses offer to Aboriginal families. Exploring the types of programs and engagement strategies that these nurses use with parents is vital (Schaffer, Keller & Reckinger, 2015), as they guide culturally relevant service delivery.

However, use of inappropriate methodologies that cannot take into account life complexities of vulnerable population groups may misrepresent findings and compromise research for social change. Cultural and psychosocial realities for under-served families and communities reflect the need to protect their values, beliefs and worldviews, requiring researchers to refocus from traditional inquiry methods to those which work in partnership with participants to generate relevant and meaningful outcomes (Wilson & Neville, 2009). Positive researcher engagement with Aboriginal families is vital for results to be significant and meaningful for parents and children, and their wider community. Aboriginal people have identified issues of trust, credibility and worth, in relation to both researchers and research, as impacting on outcomes of value to them and Aboriginal society. Additionally, the extent to which they are equal participants with non-Aboriginal researchers is crucial to relevant outcomes, but more understanding is needed in developing their research participation and capacity building (Hunt, 2013).

A recent systematic review identified that effective partnerships between researchers, Aboriginal community members and service providers support Aboriginal people’s participation in research, thereby improving quality of the investigations (Snijder et al., 2015). Furthermore, Bainbridge et al. (2015) emphasise the need for non-Aboriginal researchers to engage with Aboriginal people to increase the meaningfulness, applicability and sustainability of research by taking into consideration Aboriginal ethics and values. Incorporating Aboriginal knowledge systems within participatory action research (PAR), can be transformative for participants and researchers (Wright, 2011).
There are global recommendations for increased focus on how research methodology may be used to bring about improvements in Aboriginal health (Sanson-Fisher et al., 2006). International recognition of context on health research priorities and outcomes highlights the importance of appropriate methodologies to explore everyday challenges to Aboriginal health and wellbeing (Adelson, 2005; Campbell et al., 2007). Investigation into relevant critical paradigms and methodologies within Aboriginal populations is essential.

PAR is a methodology enabling engagement of community participants to ensure research integrity (Hegney & Francis, 2015), which is of particular relevance when investigating Aboriginal health and wellbeing. Australian Aboriginal peoples are the first inhabitants, with self–identification, community acceptance and ancestry significant to their identity (AHRC, 2017).

**Background**

An Australian remote area Aboriginal parent support program utilised PAR with emerging positive outcomes (Munns & Walker, 2015). As there is limited evidence on culturally appropriate assistance for Aboriginal parents and culturally acceptable ways of identifying meaningful evidence in urban child health practice (Munns et al., 2016), a study was commenced in 2013 by a non-Aboriginal child health nurse researcher in an outer metropolitan region of Western Australia (WA).

During 2013, a WA non-government family support agency collaborated with the researcher to work with an Aboriginal urban community to explore new culturally acceptable strategies for engaging with Aboriginal parents and peer support workers (PSWs) to develop home visiting parent support. This low socio-economic community had well recognised adverse social determinants of health (ABS, 2011).

**Aim**

This PAR research study was undertaken in a WA metropolitan setting to develop and evaluate the suitability, feasibility and effectiveness of an Aboriginal peer-led home visiting program. A secondary aim, addressed in this paper, was to explore and describe the research methodology used for the study and provide recommendations for its implementation in other similar situations.

Ethics approvals were granted by the WA Aboriginal Health Ethics Committee and the University’s Human Research Ethics Committee.
Paradigm

PAR sits within a critical social theory paradigm, enabling researchers to better understand and help Aboriginal parents navigate sociocultural, economic and relational life experiences. PAR fosters self-reflection for both researchers and participants on how social position influences parents’ everyday perceptions of reality, access to resources and empowering action within their community (McDowell, 2015; Habermas, 1984).

Methodology

In collaboration with study participants and an expert Aboriginal steering group (CREAHW), PAR was identified as the most appropriate methodology for the program’s development. The program was based on connections between cycles of planning, acting, reflection, learning from their experiences and further action planning (Hegney & Francis, 2015). The researcher collaboratively engaged participants in exploring their own needs and directions (Roberts & Taylor, 2002). Interpreting these explorations and learnings was guided by participants’ worldview beliefs and feelings (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). PAR differs from more traditional research approaches where participants are viewed as passive recipients of research outcomes (Baum, MacDougall & Smith, 2006), often resulting in non-sustainability of community research. Figure 1 identifies the PAR model underpinning the program outline and methods.
Pre-study phase
Program request from agency; Establish processes with agency, Meet community agencies, Recruit PSWs

Participatory Action Research Cycle

- In partnership with PSWs, initial program planning in Action Set One and constant program adaptations Action sets 2-10

- Identifying specific learning needs for next home visiting

- Home visiting by PSWs between Action Learning Sets

- Evaluation of home visiting strategies in partnership with PSWs, agencies, clients

Outcome
Program and practice development through participatory action research

Figure 1: Participatory Action Research Model (Adapted, Susman & Evered, 1978; Sullivan et al., 2013; Munns et al., 2016)
Flexibility is a key PAR feature, enabling program modification with outcomes of cumulative learning, capacity building and elements of participant empowerment. Therefore, PAR is a relevant collaborative research approach, especially in Aboriginal communities, being beneficial when focusing on complex inequalities in this marginalised population (Baird et al., 2015). In all research, but particularly in Aboriginal research, a partnership model is fundamental to participants becoming researchers, holding equal power in research teams (Baum et al., 2006), enabling local knowledge to be used to develop realistic, achievable goals and strategies (Turner, 2002).

Internationally, PAR is recognised as a culturally sensitive, respectful and appropriate methodology for Indigenous populations (Herbert, 1996; Davis & Reid, 1999). It has been implemented in a variety of Australian regions, providing opportunities for inclusion of stakeholder worldviews and redressing power imbalances between researchers and Aboriginal participants through encouraging active research partnerships, self-determination, capacity building and empowerment (Pyett, 2002; Henry et al., 2002).

Despite the rhetoric about PAR suitability within Aboriginal communities, searches for published evidence relating to use of PAR methodology to implement Aboriginal peer-led, home visiting parent support located only one paper which is from previous research by two of this study’s authors (Munns & Walker, 2015). PAR presents a strengths-based research approach, with recognised challenges. Grant, Nelson & Mitchell (2008) identified five categories of factors impacting on PAR studies, outlined below: building relationships; acknowledging and sharing power; encouraging participation; making change and establishing credible accounts.

**Building relationships**

Long-term collaborative relationships between researchers and communities are needed to build trust and are dependent upon researcher skills and reflexivity, emotional involvement from all participants and joint resolutions of role conflicts. Reflexivity necessitates non-Aboriginal researchers to critically evaluate how their values and assumptions impact their perspectives on client self-identified needs, health and wellbeing strategies (Crane & O’Regan, 2010).

**Acknowledging and sharing power**

Enhancing genuine processes for meaningful research requires researchers to recognise unequal researcher-participant power relationships and need to relinquish leadership control
usually evident in the research team leader role (Gray, Fitch, Davis & Phillips, 2000; Walker, Schultz & Sonn, 2014).

**Encouraging participation**

Barriers impacting on engagement processes with community members include: research timeline constraints (Gray et al., 2000); changes in personal or family circumstances of the research team; divided or indifferent interest by participants to the perceived research benefits (Queensland Government, DoC, n.d.); feelings of being overwhelmed or intimidated by community “outsiders” (Gray et al., 2000); and low self-efficacy of non-academic research team members (Rosenthal & Khalil, 2010).

**Making change**

Potential for conflict exists between researchers and participants on the nature and time taken to achieve change (Grant et al., 2008). Conflicting and unrealistic expectations by researchers for helping people gain some control over their lives within complex disempowering environments can be problematic (Rosenthal & Khalil, 2010).

**Establishing credible accounts**

Research needs to explore participants’ experiences, recognising their co-construction of knowledge that is jointly developed to include shared interpretations. This develops credible and meaningful participant and researcher understandings.

Incorporating these categories within PAR methodology encouraged this non-Aboriginal researcher to engage in culturally reflective practice (Rix, Barclay & Wilson, 2014; Walker et al., 2014), critically examining the relationship through self-reflection in collaboration with all participants. Structural positioning in relation to historical influences, such as negative impacts of colonial legacies, and contemporary issues, recognised sociocultural and socioeconomic effects from ongoing intergenerational trauma (Pihama et al., 2014; Dudgeon et al., 2014; Redman-MacLaren & Mills, 2015), allowing multifaceted aspects to be explored together.

In this study, a complex web of social determinants of health highlighted the need for engagement with a range of research partners (Baird et al., 2015). Following the partner agency’s identification of need for parent support, four steps were collaboratively planned for PAR implementation: development of a plan of critically informed action; acting on implementing the plan; observing effects of critically informed action in the context in which
it occurred; and reflection and evaluation on these effects as a basis for further planning and critically informed action. These steps were undertaken through a succession of cycles (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1998, p. 10).

PAR requires effective engagement which is dependent on creating safe ‘communicative spaces’, and maintaining respectful interactions where participants are able to work in equal partnership (Bevan, 2013). This collaborative approach is supported by the classical theorist Habermas, whose critical social theory examined influential concepts of social action, from which he proposed legitimacy of non-professional understandings and knowledge (Habermas, 1984; Brand, 1990). Physical and conceptual communication spaces are of equal importance. The requirement for a mutually agreeable physical space facilitates feelings of safe discussion while conceptual spaces incorporate types of human encounters that enable or impede open and reciprocal involvement (Healey et al., 2008; de Souza, 2009).

Pursuit of change with Aboriginal communities is enhanced by using PAR methodology to guide critical issues related to program development, allowing participants to respond to their own identified aspirations in a variety of contexts. As such, the methodology is guided by these multifaceted and changing requirements.

**Method**

**Design**

Ten action learning sets (ALSs) were facilitated over a 13 month period in which participants collaboratively developed locally responsive home visiting parent support and capacity building strategies for parents and PSWs (Munns et al., 2016). ALSs are an integral PAR facilitating tool (Bergold & Thomas, 2012; Sullivan, Hegney & Francis, 2013), providing a formal structure for participants to meet regularly in small learning groups over a fixed program cycle to collaboratively discuss issues relevant to their workplace realities, undertaking program strategies between ALSs to address identified issues (Smith & O’Neill, 2003). Positive findings have been reported in relation to peer support with sharing of experiences and identification of topics for discussion (Spurell, 2000). Emotional discomfort related to disclosure, biased opinions, perceptions of participant powerlessness and lack of management support for initiating and maintaining groups impact on successful outcomes, along with the ability of participants to maintain regular attendance (Douglas & Machin, 2004; Lee & Porteous, 2010).
Research population

There were three participant cohorts.

1. Aboriginal PSWs, Program Coordinator and Education Support Officer; a non-Aboriginal parent support worker. The inclusion criterion was employment in the family support program, with no exclusion criteria.

2. Aboriginal clients. Inclusion criteria were engagement with PSWs and the presence of one or more children aged 0-4 years. The exclusion criterion was having no children aged 0-4 years.

3. Community agency staff. Inclusion criteria were provision of services either within or to the geographically area to assist Aboriginal families that met the inclusion criterion. The exclusion criterion was not having this purpose.

Data collection

To demonstrate flexibility needed for effective engagement, PAR utilises a non-prescriptive range of quantitative and qualitative data collection methods such as audits of document records, participant observation, semi-structured interviews and focus groups (Hegney & Francis, 2015). ALSs were held four to six weekly, during which separate focus groups were conducted for all cohorts. PSW focus groups were conducted in every set where the researcher facilitated the participants’ reflective practice, informing critical reviews of program strengths, challenges and interagency collaboration and the researcher’s cultural reflexivity. Client and community agency focus groups were planned for sets one, four, seven and ten, relating to program benefits, challenges, PSW engagement and interagency collaboration. Responses from all cohorts contributed to collaborative planning for the next home visiting implementation cycle.

During the focus groups, qualitative data were collected, through a semi-structured group interview process for PSWs and community agency participants and an unstructured group interview process with clients (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). (Appendix A). These non-prescriptive approaches encouraged participants’ ideas to be heard, offering potential for influencing change (Fredericks et al., 2010). The methodology and data collection processes provided opportunities for participants to reflect, present unique Aboriginal perspectives and have direct influence on program development.
Yarning is an Indigenous cultural form of conversation and was used as a data gathering tool during the unstructured client interview processes. (Bessarab & Ng’andu, 2010; Bessarab, 2012). This is a rigorous and culturally safe data collection method and the preferred medium of interaction when Aboriginal people are research partners (Bessarab & Ng’andu, 2010; Geia, Hayes & Usher, 2013).

**Trustworthiness of data**

Mechanisms such as peer debriefings, member checks and audit trails were used for credibility, along with acknowledgement of known research limitations (Polit & Beck, 2010). Reflective debriefings were used as member checks at the end of interviews for PSWs and parents. Follow up contact was problematic due to participant mobility, absence from work and PSW hesitancy in reviewing transcripts (Polit & Beck, 2010).

Stability of research data over time and differing research conditions facilitated dependability, with data checks by academic supervisors. Confirmability was evidenced by data analysis similarities between the researcher and supervisors (Polit & Beck, 2010). The researcher identified potential biases, documenting an audit trail providing transparency to method consistency, raw data, field notes and thematic analyses stages. The extent to which the research findings can be transferred to other settings correlates to research population similarities and alternate populations (Polit & Beck, 2010), with sufficient data enabling
research consumers to recognise relevance of findings to other contexts (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

Data analysis

Trusting, non-judgemental environments within ALSs provided rich data. Data were thematically analysed (Braun & Clarke, 2006), allowing categorization, clustering and identification of common themes from research responses (Streubert Specziale & Carpenter, 2003).

Results and Discussion

Demographic data

Approximately 21 study participants were anticipated; four Aboriginal PSWs, one Aboriginal Project Coordinator, one Aboriginal Education Support Officer (for three months), one non-Aboriginal parent support worker (for four months), eight to ten client families and four informants from community agencies supporting parents in this community. Engaging families for interviews was difficult (Milroy, 2014) with only two being able to contribute data, resulting in 14 participants.

Qualitative data

Three research process themes emerged relating to PAR implementation within ALSs: safe communication processes; supportive engagement processes and supportive organisational processes. These are presented with participant exemplars giving voice to their responses.

Safe communication processes (“We can have a bit of a chat”)

Safe physical spaces for discussion were identified by all participants, with acceptable emotionally protective conceptual communication spaces being dependent on a range of influences. For PSWs, ALSs were undertaken in relaxed meeting rooms away from their working office. PSWs freely shared information for two to three hours in each of their focus groups, discussing a range of sensitive topics such as domestic violence, alcohol and drug abuse, justice system clients and mental health issues.

I’ll judge what the risk is, whether it’s low, medium or high. That’ll come down to if it’s a domestic violence situation or drugs and alcohol, mental health. (Coordinator)
However, they confidentially acknowledged declining relationships and trust with senior members of the PSW management team which contributed to less discussion and data availability from ALSs seven to ten.

Community agency staff requested interviews at their workplace. They appeared to be relaxed during conversations of one to two hours, enabling safe psychological environments where interviews often extended into confidential personal discussions on their own parenting styles.

Clients requested home interviews. The researcher addressed cultural protocols, demonstrating respect to the family by being introduced as a credible non-Aboriginal researcher by a PSW who also presented a gift such as children’s books or healthy breakfast cereal. Following this, visits were undertaken alone.

_It was our gesture of going on that first home visit, it is tricky that introduction._ (PSW)

Issues of home visiting safety from partners with domestic violence histories necessitated phone interviews instead of face-to-face discussions.

_It’s going to be harder to see her when her partner’s out [of jail]._ (PSW)

Participants appreciated flexibility of place for focus groups, choosing convenient places for interviews which were then facilitated by the researcher in acceptable, non-threatening and non-judgemental environments. Complexities in Aboriginal families’ lives were acknowledged, along with subsequent challenges for PSWs and community agencies in developing support strategies, which were not recognised in other existing programs.

_What is realistic? [The program] is the only one offering a culturally appropriate service._ (Aboriginal community agency worker)

Respecting participants as equal partners in the program development research was a significant feature, fostering long and informative discourses from PSWs and community agency staff. While parent interviews were short, there were relaxed exchanges of information covering a wide range of personal and community issues, demonstrating a non-judgemental and empathic researcher approach.

_Openness within our team. Support of each other. Voicing ideas and frustrations._

_Communication best key to success._ (Coordinator)
Agreement was reached by the researcher and PSWs that focus group conversations would be respectfully acknowledged and discussed. This facilitated non-judgemental environments where PSWs raised issues, shared and practised home visiting strategies, explored their ideas to enhance the program and acknowledged challenges without fear of failure.

It’s a good role play situation that you can look at and listen to, we can have a chat about it afterwards, what worked, what didn’t work, what they observed and what they heard. (PSW)

Adequate time was required for yarning as a cultural form of conversation. This narrative approach needed gradual facilitation to allow participants to give their distinct perspectives (Bessarab, 2012). Intermittent yarning was utilised by Aboriginal community agency staff and PSWs, indicating relaxed psychological environments.

A partnership approach enabled the researcher to reflect on discussions, recognising participants’ complex psychocultural environments. Of note was the ability of community agencies to frame their interview responses through a cultural lens, enabling greater contextual insight into local challenges and strengths for Aboriginal parents.

Did the parents not get cuddles when they were young? Who brought the parents up? Were they from the Mission? (Aboriginal community agency worker)

With Aboriginal families, the family relationship is everything. (Aboriginal community agency worker)

These responses highlight parents’ adverse experiences from historical Australian Aboriginal policies of forced removal from their families as children (Dudgeon & Hirvonen, 2014). Growing up in government or mission institutions had long-term effects sometimes resulting in poor psychosocial health outcomes (Hertzman, 2013).

The researcher’s cultural reflexivity and acknowledgement of PSW’s right of ownership of their version of parent issues and adversities appeared to facilitate their acceptance of the researcher and development of an equal partnership approach within the PAR process. This enhanced common understanding, intimacy and confidence within ALSs (Roer-Strier & Sands, 2015), encouraging frank and valued conversations.

We need somebody to push this forward please, [Researcher], up there, because if it’s not happening we have to quit. I’m saying this in front of all the girls. It has to go forward. (PSW)
Communication processes throughout various ALS stages were understanding of participants’ physical and psychosocial needs. Supportive facilitating research processes required continuous review and adaptation, with time being an important underpinning factor.

*I think it’s just become the normal now that we sit down and we’ll talk about it. We just help each other as we go along... That’s why it’s going to work. (PSW)*

**Supportive engagement processes (“It takes time to build relationships”)**

PAR through ALSs facilitated positive engagement with PSWs and community agencies, with both cohorts willingly participating in focus groups.

*[ALS] It was very, very valuable. (PSW)*

There was 75% interview acceptance by community agencies in sets three and four due to prolonged illness and competing work commitments, with 100% at other times. PSWs had intermittent absences through illness and family commitments. Use of yarning and researcher cultural reflexivity furthered participant engagement where their values and options for program development could be freely acknowledged and explored (Bessarab, 2012). PSWs also identified the value of PAR in enhancing their integrity.

*(the ALSs) ...just to be able to say, “when I was doing my training”, gives credibility to what you’re doing. (PSW)*

Despite positive anecdotal client feedback on the need for support, engagement of families within ALSs was problematic for a range of reasons. Researcher introductions to client families by PSWs were successful on two occasions. These families were available for interviews by the researcher at their homes, however, they only had two interviews each before moving from the area. Other clients were located opportunistically for support by PSWs at their homes, in the family support agency’s office or elsewhere in the community, but due to a range of known and unknown factors, were unavailable for specific introductions or interview times as the researcher did not live or work in this community. As such, flexibility of place was available but not in relation to time.

*There’s lots of things going on with families. There’s alcohol, drugs, looking after kids, proper housing, single mums, domestic violence, partners in jail. (PSW)*

*Contact may be very opportunistic or variable due to drugs, alcohol, homelessness. (Community agency worker)*
Parents undertaking interviews expressed no difficulty with the PAR approach and were accepting of the researcher.

(Researcher: Can I call again) Yea, sure. (Parent)

The PAR framework enabled time for PSW reflections on practice, encouragement of skills and open, non-judgemental discussions.

We all know our strengths and weaknesses and help each other as we go along. (PSW)

How do they continue to engage with families who are constantly putting up barriers to receive help? What strategies can be used? Can we bring this to the next session so we can work together as a team? (Coordinator)

Supportive organisational processes (“Given us encouragement”)

There was positive organisational support for PSWs and community agencies to participate in PAR ALSs. Both partners scheduled time around client commitments. Due to compromised engagement processes, the researcher experienced difficulties with most attempts to interview clients. Organisational support was seen to enhance the ability of the methodology to engage as many participants as possible to be equal contributors to the development of home visiting peer support development.

This is really important because to build confidence in parents you have to have confidence yourself. You might know all this stuff but this [ALS discussion] is confirming a lot of things, formalising it. (PSW)

Discussion

All participants viewed PAR with ALSs as providing a culturally acceptable and accessible format from which they could contribute ideas and strategies for peer-led home visiting support. The aim of this paper was to explore and describe the research methodology used for the parent support program development, and provide recommendations for its implementation in other similar situations.

Participants identified safe communication processes as a key enabling feature of the methodology, where they could explore different approaches for the program in supportive, non-judgemental environments. Cultural reflexivity was paramount in interviews, facilitating insight into participant parenting perspectives and practices (Aronowitz et al., 2015; Redman-MacLaren & Mills, 2015). Relinquishing direct leadership control enhanced continuous
respectful interactions, enabling meaningful and beneficial data collection and parent support development (Dudgeon et al., 2014; Dawson & Sinwell, 2012). Of note, was the use of yarning by PSWs, parents and some agency members which facilitated culturally safe discussion on their values and perspectives on early years support. Yarning is viewed as an empowering process by Aboriginal researchers (Fredericks et al., 2011) where understandings, program options and reflections can be examined in-depth without prejudice. Relinquishing direct leadership control enhanced continuous respectful interactions, enabling meaningful and beneficial data collection and parent support development (Dudgeon et al., 2014; Dawson & Sinwell, 2012). This enhanced group trust, and accommodated participants’ individual identities and impacting social environments (Bessarab, 2012; Ng’andu, 2004). Time was an important functional element of their communication.

Participants identified engagement with each other and the researcher as an important element of the methodology. Along with safe communication environments, regular work time to participate in ALSs were considered significant for fostering engagement, enabling them to reflect on practice, critique strategy strengths and challenges, and formulate further program development. However, several multilayered complexities contributed to challenging client engagement processes within this research framework which were identified by PSW and community agencies as being homelessness, transience, mental health, family issues and general life chaos, which is well established in the literature (Rosenthal & Khalil, 2010; Milroy, 2014; Zubrick et al., 2014). These social determinants of health also contributed to clients’ low self-efficacy and lack of capacity to undertake advance planning for ALS participation.

Additionally, it appeared that PSWs lacked confidence to give encouraging explanations to clients on the value of participating in ALSs. Developmental progress in their support role was influenced by a number of issues relating to being members of a disempowered population and experiencing concerns with PAR methodology, such as negotiating realistic expectations. Feelings of low self-efficacy and hesitancy with communication skills, particularly in not wishing to offend parents, resulted in caution with their parent engagement until they gained more experience and confidence (Grant et al., 2008; Rosenthal & Khalil, 2010). Encouragement to participate in ALSs was always secondary to client issues, with PSWs at times not advocating for parent focus groups due to complexities of immediate family concerns and time required to manage them. This highlighted the need for flexible...
engagement of PSWs in their support role, over time developing confidence, teamwork and maintaining their focus through practice and peer and researcher support during ALSs.

Variable participant involvement is a common feature of PAR when used with vulnerable groups, potentially influencing establishment of reliable accounts (Grant et al., 2008) and posing challenges for PAR development. Complexities in acquiring consistent research data may never be fully understood by the researcher who, to ensure success, needs to be reflexive to participants’ circumstances.

The practical aspect of researcher availability for ad hoc and opportunistic interview opportunities is a question of flexibility of time and place. Use of credible secondary data may assist in developing future strategies, such as information from PSWs who are members of the same community as clients. The ability of PSWs to be equal research partners with skills to interview clients opportunistically is recommended. Their competence for this role requires programs of educational support which would add to research costs and planning time. However, the ongoing capacity building would be beneficial to PSWs and their community for future program development relevant to their needs.

Collaborative partnerships developed through this methodology were integral in engaging participants and the researcher in long-term trusting relationships. PAR enabled more time for review of program strengths, challenges and collaborative strategies than in other research methodologies (Dentith et al., 2012; Rath, 2012). The ability of researchers to recognise and negotiate this issue has the potential to influence PAR integrity in the research process and quality of outcomes (Roberts & Dick, 2003), thereby positively impacting on development of culturally relevant, acceptable and sustainable PSW strategies and outcomes.

Continuous respectful negotiations between the researcher and participants to facilitate collective approaches to data collection and action were facilitated by this methodology (Dawson & Sinwell, 2012), developing an important emerging long-term element of research reliability and relevance. However, communication and organisational factors such as competing goal setting and lack of trust between group members can negatively influence the process.

Building relationships, encouraging participation and facilitating change in complex psychosocial environments through PAR is a long-term process needing organisational support (Grant et al., 2008; Rosenthal & Khalil, 2010), which was recognised by participants as being fundamental to their participation. The regular participation time given to PSWs and
community agency staff enhanced discussions and relationship development, program review and development of meaningful strategies. PSWs were also made available to assist the researcher with culturally appropriate parent introductions, thereby enhancing trust and quality of data from parent ALSs.

**Limitations**

With qualitative studies generally having small participant numbers, a potential weakness in the methodological approach can be identified (Mason, 2010). However, qualitative frameworks facilitated the researcher’s close association and iteration with participants where issues and self-identified strategies were comprehensively explored (Crouch & McKenzie, 2006).

Participants did not often comment on PAR methodology, but indicated acceptance with long interviews undertaken. Although this research was undertaken in a specific Australian urban Aboriginal community, the methodological data can inform use of PAR to facilitate program development in a range of other cultural and geographical settings.

While significant engagement issues with Aboriginal clients reduced data that may have further informed program improvements, the value of the two parent in-depth, descriptive responses and usefulness of data from the Aboriginal PSWs living in the same community as the clients, and being parents themselves, gives credence to their data analysis being aligned with parent responses.

**Impact Statement**

Community child health nurses, Aboriginal peer support workers, parents and their community can work in partnership through PAR to explore and develop culturally relevant parent support programs in the early years. The three elements integral to engaging and working within this research methodology have been identified as: safe communication processes; supportive engagement processes and supportive organisational processes.

**Conclusion**

There is little evidence on relevant research methodologies for early years support within Aboriginal populations. It is therefore vital that views of Aboriginal PSWs, parents and community agencies are heard to advance the use of PAR for development and implementation of culturally acceptable peer-led home visiting support. They have identified
three important elements central to their capacity to engage and work within PAR: safe communication processes; supportive engagement processes and supportive organisational processes, recognising both enabling and challenging influences for research development. Significantly, adverse social determinants of health were recognised as impacting on participation through reducing participants’ control over life events.

Creating environments for engaging program participants and identifying research data is challenging for researchers working with vulnerable populations. This research has provided innovative data, highlighting processes and recommendations for child health nurses to engage with Aboriginal PSWs, parents and community agencies to collaboratively define and explore culturally acceptable elements for an empowering methodology for peer-led home visiting support. There is potential for this nursing research to credibly inform policy development for Aboriginal child and family health service delivery, in addition to other vulnerable population groups, promoting culturally responsive and effective community health care.
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Appendix A

Interview questions

Peer support workers

1. Unstructured question: Tell me about the program and how you see it is going?

2. Semi-structured questions:
   - Think about your visits – what is working well? How are these visits encouraging and supporting parents?
   - What is not working well? Why do you think this is happening?
   - How could you have said things differently that allowed parents time to talk and work on their ideas?
   - Have you had any visits where the problems have been too hard to handle?

Client families

Unstructured question:

- Can you tell me about the program and the Parent Support Worker who is coming to see you?”

Community agencies

Semi-structured questions:

- Can you tell me about the program and how you see it is helping or not helping parents in [this area]?
- Can we work together more collaboratively?”